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Chapter 1 : Find Train Schedule | Railway time Table | Train list in India
The motive of railway time table is to synchronize the running of trains across India based on their route and halt
stations. It made sure that no two trains (from the same or opposite direction) reached a platform at the same time.

Bangladesh railway schedule and time table in Updated! Mahadi Hassan March 1, Bangladesh , Travel
Bangladesh railway schedule and time table has been updated on 18th January, by the concerned authority.
Again from 1 March, , there are 68 trains are running in new schedule and extended routes. A wide range of
passengers move one place to another through trains. Simply because train journey is much more safe and also
affordable than others motor vehicles. Daily many passengers trains are departing to numerous destinations or
routes in Bangladesh. Each and every train possess a No. Consequently most of us miss the wanted train and
also are not able to go the destination at correct time. Recently, Bangladesh Railway authority imported
several luxurious coaches from Indonesia and India. These new coaches have added a new standard of
Bangladesh Railway service. Government has also taken a decision to import more coaches and make the
double line path across the country. Bangladesh Railway is the government railway transport agency. It
manages and provides the whole railway system of the country. BRA operates for policy instruction of BR.
We published the latest price list there. That can assist you to get the exact price list. How to purchase
Bangladesh railway online ticket. Bangladesh railway schedule and time table See Train Schedule Here If you
want to know the train schedule more accurate and details, you can visit the Bangladesh railway official
website. The main features of Bangladesh Railway are the co-presence of numerous gauges, Broad gauge,
Meter gauge as well as dual gauge. Jamuna River separate the system into a Western and Eastern Zone of
operations. But with Bangabandhu Bridge , these two zone connected in Bangladesh Railway addresses a
whole length of 2, route Km and employs 34, individuals. It has also coach creation amenities. In the year of ,
it transported over
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Chapter 2 : Time Table, Running Schedule for Indian Railway Trains - RailYatri
Indian Railway Time Table - Find Railways Timetable, IRCTC Train Timings and Trains Between Stations. Get full
information on Train Schedule, Train routes, Railway stations, arrival time.

Our simple NDTV Rail Beeps search will bring right in front of your screen, the details of the number of
trains running, operative days of the trains, train timings and a lot many more options. Find Trains Between
Stations Quickly The process to find the trains between stations is, as mentioned before, very simple. Using
NDTV Rail Beeps search makes the entire process of finding where to travel, how to travel and when to travel,
very simple. Here is how to go about it in just three simple steps. There are two search boxes. The user has to
simply type the names of the two stations in them. When you write the name of the station, a drop-down menu
will provide you with one or more options of the station name and the station code. Simply select the station
you want. On typing New Delhi, the drop-down menu will display the option: Search Results After you
complete the above process, the following search results will appear: Number of trains running between the
two selected stations 2. The train station of origin 5. Scheduled Departure time 6. Scheduled Arrival time 7.
The Weekly Schedule of the trains Number of days the trains run in a week 8. AC, Chair Car, Sleeper, etc
With the increasing demand of getting information at your fingertips, here is the amazing ability to see trains
between stations at your command, whenever you need it. And the whole process to get the information you
want is very simple and completely hassle-free. The Indian Railways is the fourth largest railway networks in
the world with 1,15, kms of tracks over a 65, kms of distance and a revenue of around Rs 1. All of this because
around 20 million passengers travel every day in the Indian railways! Not only this, but in , an average of 13,
passenger trains ran daily. The 13, trains were estimated to have carried around an estimated 22 million
passengers every single day. The Indian Railways also have over 70, passenger coaches with more than 11,
locomotives. To cover so much ground, trains travel all across India between many stations. Because of the
vast network of railways, there is a huge demand to travel. Especially a reliable database that has information
on all the different trains between stations all across India and which is also easily accessible without any
difficulties. Now, Information Enquiry For All National Trains Is Easy What is also important is to get to
know the trains between all the stations in an easy, user-friendly manner, as over-complicated steps should not
turn away the user. Fortunately, with the way technology has progressed, gone are the times when one had to
physically go to a railway station to find out information about all the different trains or even use phones to
call up the railway stations and ask for information. With the spread of the internet, it has now become
extremely easy to access all the information one needs on all the important trains running through the entire
railway network. There are also a vast number of trains that run across the country every day. It is important
that the database accurately covers all the trains that run across all the different stations. Any small error can
lead to a huge loss for the user, which is unacceptable. There are a large number of trains that are searched
about daily by users who need to travel between many important stations. The many types of trains are the
Rajdhani, Superfast trains, Duronto, Shatabdi, passenger trains, mail express trains and the local trains that run
in the metro city of Mumbai. Mumbai Local The Mumbai Local trains are the most famous of the local trains
because of the large volume of people who travel across the length and breadth of the huge city of Mumbai. It
is also the oldest mode of transport in the mega city of Mumbai. Luxury Trains Apart from local trains and
passenger trains, there are luxury trains too. Those passengers who wish to avail premium travel would also
like information on such trains. These trains have a special travel circuit and they travel between important
stations where there are many different tourist spots and they also stop at many different heritage spots as well.
Some of these luxury trains include the Maharajas Express, the Golden Chariot, the Deccan Odyssey and
perhaps the most famous of all the luxury trains, the Palace On Wheels. The trains are specially designed to
reflect the utmost luxury to the passengers who choose to travel on these trains. Garib Rath Apart from the
luxury trains, the Garib Rath is also a special, one-of-a-kind train. These trains have reduced fares to make
train travel more affordable for those less fortunate. The Garib Rath trains are also super fast trains which also
have Air Conditioned coaches as well, so that passengers travel with the least inconvenience. The Garib Rath
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beats the speeds of some express trains and some super fast trains too! Duronto Express This is one of the
fastest trains in India. The Duronto Express trains are parallel to the Rajdhani and Shatabdi trains when it
comes to their speed! The Duronto trains have a special ability in that they are only connected to all the major
capital cities of the country and the fact that they are long-distance trains allows them to complete long
distances between major stations in very short times. The NDTV database of trains between stations includes
information on all of the above types of trains and the important stations that connect them. Some Interesting
Facts Of Trains Between Stations With such a vast network of railway lines, there are a number of interesting
facts about the different trains between stations that are sure to be of interest. For example, the shortest
distance that is covered between two successive stations is just 3 kms. The 3 kms long distance is between
Nagpur station and Ajni station. In contrast, the longest distance that is covered by a train is 4, kms. The
distance is between the stations of Dibrugarh and Kanyakumari and the train that covers it is called the Vivek
Express. The Trivandrum-Hazrat Nizamuddin Rajdhani Express train covers a distance of kms without
stopping! To Download click here Latest News.
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Chapter 3 : Ministry of Railways (Railway Board)
Indian Railways timetable can be checked on Indian Railways Train Time Table. No more calling the Indian Railways
Enquiry Office to know about train time or stand in long queues. No more calling the Indian Railways Enquiry Office to
know about train time or stand in long queues.

They cut a miniscule part of their budget, and put it for "Trains at a Glance. What is so special about that
book? And they are published years and years, because they are important. Train Time-table can ruin havoc,
or make your journey much better. But times are a-changing. You no more read books, to reach stations on
time. We detail down how train-time tables stand today. The future of Train Time-table Only in , train time
tables were changed. Perhaps to increase the sales of Trains at Glance. Tough, we strongly feel it is not the
future of Train schedules. Much better services are readily available like TrainEnquiry. How to Find Train
Time Table? Train Time-table might be better called Train Timings. A chart for your train departure time and
arrival time. Home page has 9 icons. If that is what you stumble upon - welcome to our site! We provide
everything from PNR Status to info about cancelled trains. Click on the 3rd icon it says "Train Timetable". Or
click on this link to skip this step. No Problem Enter train name here. As you click submit, the bottom of the
page churns out a table for you. The table has the names of all the stations, as well as arrival and departure
time for each of those. Which station are you supposed to sit on the train? Is it on the table? On that row,
arrival time indicates the time of entering the station, and departure time indicates train leaving the station. In
short, it might help you with catching the train on time. And perhaps stop the sales of Trains at a Glance. We
hope you found the article helpful. And deem ourselves very worthy to help you with it.
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Chapter 4 : Indian Railways Timetable | IRCTC Train Schedule And Timings | Railway Train Inquiry
Which is the fastest and slowest train of the Indian Railways? With a maximum speed of kmph, the New Delhi-Bhopal
Express is the fastest train operated by the Indian Railways. The Nilgiri Express that travels at a speed of 10kmph is the
Indian Railways' slowest train.

Want to know, why it is so important to have a look at the online time table and how it is helpful in turning
your holidays in a hassle free and smooth way? Certainly, the department of Railways is been efficaciously
managing such a large network with so much efficacy that it is not even reckoned at only national scale but
also at international level. Simply by checking out the time table though IRCTC website or any of the other
portals assist in planning wisely your travel on one end and on the other make sure to plan it in a way that
would not cause any problem at the last minute of time. In India, people love to take a tour of the country via
train and in real they give huge preference to train journey over other means of transportation. In fact, if
people were asked about their train journey experiences then most of them feel nostalgic to the same, and
many of them have different reasons altogether giving preference to the train journey like some like the sound
of the running track, some want to mingle up with other travellers, some love to watch other people, different
places etc. To check on the list of trains running in between specified destinations, or to know about the train
route or schedule and related information, it is proficient to keep a look at the online time table. Just for the
information, there are different types of trains that run under the department at present like Shatabdis,
Durontos, premium trains, local ones, intercity ones, superfast trains and time table gives an idea of schedule,
route, arrival timing, departure timing, halts, and much more of each one of them. It is mandatory to check out
whether the train runs on daily basis or weekly basis or on specific days as according to the same, people need
to book reservations. If you are confirmed about the train in which you want to travel in, then only you have to
do is to enter in the train name or number, and within a click, all information will appear on the same page. It
also gives a glimpse of the seats available in the train, as well as in which class of travel so that accordingly
and as per the suitability, the reservations could be done. Travel Khana is been engaged into serving fresh and
quality food delivery in train services to all passengers who want quality and hygienic food meal while on the
travel. Also, other features could be accessed like checking up PNR status or real time running status of the
train, knowing about availability of seats in the train, making bookings etc. The time table of trains helps
people in comparing ticket prices as well and each bit of information available in them is up to date and
reliable. Technology has played a vital role in providing the utter convenience and comfort to not only
travellers but also to the department as the number of concerns that were raised earlier has actually come down
and people are glad to make bookings, and checking up other information online within seconds. Also, they
can now grab a bite of their favorite meal while being on the running train and could make it utterly satisfying
in overall. Do you know about the benefits that users can seek by glancing at the time table online of
Railways? If not, read on to the following and be aware of the positives. Know about arrival time, departure
time of trains. Know about the overall route that the train follows, and where it stops. Make your plans related
to travel in advance as per the seat availability and trains running status and its fares. Know about the changes
in train routes, schedules and else. Know about premium trains, superfast trains, locals, intercity express and
others. Although, few things are not reflected and could not be updated in the online time table like
cancellation or delay in the running status of trains due to natural or bad climatic situations or any other
mishap, striking staff or likewise. On the other side, to plan your rail journey, time table is the best option to
look and consider for and get to know about all the details in one go. Aside from checking out the online time
table, people can see the hard copy of time table too available at book stalls at platforms and the department
keeps on updating its time table after every 6 months so the information is reliable and handy. In a shell, it is
highly recommended to all to do check out the time table before any planning of your train travel, and then as
per the suitability make plans. Even, people can fully take the advantage of technology and make their journey
even more memorable and happy by ordering the slice of their favorite meal from Travel Khana at any of the
station in between the en-route. The company offers plenty of options in both vegetarian and non vegetarian
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and even people can relish their taste buds with specialties and regional spices of different places of the
country. Nothing is comparable to enjoying and getting up the chance to try out something new of the country
in food and also making the most of your train journey. Rail excursions are all about love, fun, excitement,
enjoyment, memories and so. Make the most of it, use the technology, access the time table, make your
planning a proficient one and enjoy the journey. How to check Train Time Table Thinking about how to check
train table and how it could help in saving your valuable time? Planning rail trips and explore all across the
country? It is advisable to always go through the Indian Railways time table and accordingly after digging up
your research and getting all the information related to trains, the number of trains running on that route,
arrival time, departure time, days in which they run and more, plan your rail trips. If your concern is how to
check train table, it is very easy, just login the IRCTC website, open up the time table of Indian Railways, fill
up the train name or number and once clicked, it will give you all the details related to that specific train. Train
table helps to let you know everything including arrival time, departure time, total distance that needs to be
travelled, total time taken by the train in covering the journey, and more. Before planning anything, seeing the
train table helps in getting so many benefits like get updated of the timings of the train, overall route that it
will follow, train schedule, seat availability in them and more with ease. Aside from fetching information from
the train table, in case there are no seats available in that train in which you were looking for, you can opt for
other express. While travelling in train, make sure to opt for e-catering services and grab your favourite meal
with Travel Khana and enjoy journey to the fullest. If yes, here you will get to know of the same for sure. Do
you have any train time related enquiry and want to confirm anything of the arrival time or departure time of
the train? Within few minutes, the exact time related enquiry of the train will get back to the same number
through which the message is been sent. Technology has really changed the way things were sought after few
years back, and now it has become so much simple and convenient to check almost everything online and
know about the updates instantly. People who used to travel via train frequently must know of these things in
advance so that they could be aware of all train updates on time and accordingly make plans related to their
travel. Aside from this, it is pretty much important to do access the time table of trains and be aware of the
arrival time, departure time, distance, time, and everything related to the train within minutes. It always helps
in planning your trip wisely and effectively and as per the seat availability; do make the bookings too on time.
So, make sure to always access the time table before planning anything related to your journey. Meaning of
arrival time and dep. Time Want to know about the meaning of arrival time and departure time of a train?
Read on the following and you will come to know of the same. Departure refers to an act of leaving and the
departure time of a train means the time at which the train is leaving from the respective station. Arrival refers
to an act of reaching and the arrival time of a train means the time at which the train reaches the particular
junction. Both, the arrival time and departure time of a train could be easily known by simply referring the
time table online. Time table is the best means to know all details about the arrival time and departure time of
a train, along with many other details like the distance it covers, time it takes, halts it is taking, running days in
a week, and more. To get access to details of a train, users need to enter in the train name or train number and
within a click, all details will appear instantly. To see the list of trains running in between specified stations,
simply enter in the source station and destination station name and within a click, all details of the trains will
appear and once clicked on a particular train, information related to that specific train will appear depicting the
distance, time, arrival time, departure time, halts, and others. It is helpful to plan out your journeys after
knowing of the details in advance. Have a safe journey! If yes, here you will come to know of the same for
sure. This is helpful in a way when you are looking out for trains running from one destination to another, and
if you want to know about all the trains running from that destination to source place as well that is in
reversible direction, then simply click on the Swap utility feature and within a click, you can have access to
train schedules, routes and details from both ends. Do you check time table of trains online every time when
you want to check about train routes, schedules and information? The swap feature is very time saving and
productive to use to. Feel free to make use of the same and get access to all details about the trains, train routes
in both directions. Before planning your journey, it is highly advisable to do check out the time table, and as
per the seat availability and status, get the bookings in the same. Hope the information is clear and
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informative. Well this post will help you in finding the same. While looking at the online time table of
Railways, you can even seek for the legend code for the trains and accordingly plan your rail excursions and
save your precious time and energy. People in India simply love to travel via train and seek Indian Railways
time table to know about different train routes, train schedules, intermediate stoppages, train journey and more
and that too within clicks. Green arrow in the downward direction depicts train position at that station, ETA
depicts for expected time of arrival, ATA means actual time of arrival, RT means right time, U. By looking at
the online time table, passengers can be aware of all the legend codes of any train with ease. Passengers can
even seek for the seat availability and others to make sure that they will get reservation in trains or not. So,
plan your vacations wisely and have fun filled trip. Be updated of the technology, and cherish your travel to
the core. Hope the meaning is clear to you all and stay tuned for more posts. Well, in this post you can find out
the meaning of legend codes and how does it relate to Indian Railways. The legend code [ ] means and is
entitled to temporary trains and depict that temporary trains are only valid for a particular defined period of
time. And to know more about the validity and period of time till which it is been authentic, people can go to
the originating station and find out about the same. People can know about the source station name and all the
relevant details by checking out Indian Railways time table easily and in a convenient manner. There are many
other legend codes as well depicting and entitling to some meaning and it is advisable to be aware of all of
them. Stay updated by using Indian Railways time table, know details about everything and grab all details
related to the trains like originating station name, final destination station name, distance that is in between the
source and final station, total time it will take to cover the overall distance, how many intermediate stations are
there in between source and final station, and much more. Access the time table and get to know about
everything within clicks. This post will help you in understanding the same without any problem. Passengers
can look for the similar train number just by scrolling the mouse over the train name. For this, 2 passengers in
maximum are allowed to travel in any of the combination belonging to this age group. People can actually
look out the time table of Indian Railways online and get all the details related to trains from it in a very easy
and convenient way. Apart from these two legend codes, there are many others as well depicting some
meaning and it is recommended to look out for them and be informed by checking out the time table and know
about them. Railways time table let people know about everything related to the trains including train name,
number, stations in between, station name or so and without any trouble within clicks. So, make sure to access
the time table and stay informed and updated about trains and related information and accordingly plan your
journeys. Have a safe and happy travel! Legend code Traveled station Seeking for information related to
legend code traveled station? There are many legend codes that people can check out and their related
meaning as well while looking out at the Indian Railways time table and see how it relates to Railways. To
check out the legend code traveled station, people can go over to the originating station name and grab more
details related to the same within clicks. Different codes address for different meaning like the train at a
particular station, queried station, actual time of arrival, expected time of arrival, update awaited, expected
platform, expected time of departure, expected time and more, and it is always recommended to seek online
Indian Railways time table and check out the code for traveled station and others, train information, train
schedule, train movement and more. It is very simple and convenient for everyone to see the timetable and
fetch all details from there including the seat availability and accordingly book tickets on time. There are
many codes having different meaning and people can look upon the same without any inconvenience and
trouble and the best part is within a matter of minutes. The information fetched from the timetable is actually
very handy and useful and makes people aware of latest happenings occurring in trains and more. So, enjoy
your travel without any hassle and make full use of information and stay informed. Always look out for them
and grab as much details as possibly could be done and enjoy the rail travel! Legend code Upcoming Station
Want to know the meaning of legend code upcoming station?
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Chapter 5 : Bangladesh railway schedule and time table in (Updated!)
Indian Railways. Indian Railway Circulars ; Master Circulars. Indian Railway Time Table. To Download Railway Time
Table in PDF Format CLICK HERE. Recent Posts.

FAQ What is Indian railways train time table? Local as well as long distance train time table is the running
schedule of a particular train. The train time table contains train timing - from its departure station to its
termination station. Halting time for the train at stoppages along the way are also mentioned in the time table.
Of what use is the Indian railway time table? It was around when the railway time table was introduced in
India. The motive of railway time table is to synchronize the running of trains across India based on their route
and halt stations. It made sure that no two trains from the same or opposite direction reached a platform at the
same time. The train time table today gives a complete idea about the running schedule of any train in India.
What are important terminologies information associated with time table? Some of the terminologies
associated with Indian train time table are train name and number, Intermediate stations and Train status. Let
us explain these railway time table facts for you. Train name and Number: Each train has a certain number,
and they have a specific name tagged against them which may or may not be unique. This information is
essential in singling out a train from thousands of others running on that same day. All the stations, which the
train crosses along its route are included in a list of intermediate stations. A train might or might not have a
stoppage halt at the Intermediate stations mentioned in the list. A check about train status , gives the users an
idea about the present location of the train, list of the upcoming stations, expected time of arrival at the
upcoming stations and the delay record of the train. Why expected Platform for Arrival is a key information in
the train time table? The expected platform information allows the passengers to avoid the last minute hassles.
It helps them plan their boarding and de-boarding much better. Junction stations across India have more than
five platforms, on an average, and passengers may face last minute problems while running around along with
their luggage, children and other stuff. The expected platform information helps the passengers plan out much
better. What are the factors that may affect the train time table between two stations? There are various climate
and man-made situations which can cause a disruption in the Indian train time table. Trains are heavily
delayed during the winter months due to fog and monsoons due to heavy downpour. They are also hampered
by road blocks, strikes, accidents en-route, and many other such factors.
Chapter 6 : National Train Enquiry System -Indian Railways
All India New Railway Time Table "Trains at Glance Download Here All India Railway Time Table "Trains at Glance T-1
New Delhi - Allahabad - Patna - Howrah.

Chapter 7 : Indian Railway Time Table - Govt. Employees India : Govt. Employees India
The simple NDTV Rail Beeps is based on real time data from the Indian Railways with results that are constantly
updated. trains travel all across India between many stations. Because of the.

Chapter 8 : Indian Railways : Train Time Table
Well, accessing Indian Railways time table is the best and promising means to not only enquire about the train timing
but also get an idea about everything like the number of trains that are running over a particular route, its arrival time,
departure time, and much more related information.

Chapter 9 : Train Time Table : IRCTC Indian Railways
Please help Indian railways and government of India in moving towards a digitized and cashless economy. Eradicate
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black money.
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